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Sagre Offerte alla Passione di Nostre Signore Gesu
Cristo con varie orazoni... . [Prayer Book]. Rome:
Zempel for Vincenzo Poggioli, 1797. 8vo. 348pp.
Engraved title.

Contemporary Roman gift binding of salmon-colored
morocco, tooled in gilt with wide and elaborate
ornamental borders composed of flowers, foliage, and
drawer-handle tools, arranged at each corner to resemble
urns full of flowers. Spine fully gilt with a flower tool in
each compartment, endpapers of decorated paper printed
in a diaper pattern in green and red with a flower in each
lozenge, all edges gilt. Contained in the original slipcase
of sprinkled calf gilt, lined with paper of the same pattern
as endpapers. Exceedingly fine condition.

$3,500

1
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Alain-fournier (Henri Alban Alain-fournier).  Le Grand
Meaulnes.  Emile-Paul Frères, 1946.   Edition illustrée
de 46 eaux-fortes de Frelaut. Copy #110 signed by
Frelaut. Entire edition  225 plus a few hors commerce:
175 as our numbered from #51-225;  the first 50 copies
have a signed suite of the 46 etchings printed on velin de
Lana.

Quarto. Bound by Creuzevault in green morocco with
lattice-work panels of tan and gold for upper cover.
Center panel of green, edged in gold and lettered in black
and gold “Le Grand Meaulnes.” Spine lettered in gold.
Matching chemise & slipcase. See catalogue Henri
Creuzevault, 1905-1971 #89, 90 (1987)

Le Grand Meaulnes ...remains still – the most
delicate rendering so far achieved in literature of the
romantic adolescent consciousness: with the
enchanted lost domain to escape to in the opening
part of the novel and a tale of idealistic aspirations
and self-sacrafice to follow, it could not fail to win
over a vast reading public appalled or bemused by
the social and moral confusion of the post-war
world.  (Gibson).

$5,000
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/alan_fournier.pdf

Full Description:

2

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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Augustine, Saint,(354-430 ad- Ignatius, Saint,
Bishop of Antioch). Unless the Grain Die.

Worcester: Stanbrook Abbey, 1961 Ref: V & A
Stanbrook Abbey Exhib, 66.  #15 of 40 copies:

(Total edition 200 numbered copies: comprising
40 copies as this on Twelve by Eight Silurian
paper handmade by John Mason, bound in full
leather. 160 regular copies on J. F. Head's
Linda Badger handmade paper, Silurian
endpapers and two half-titles)

Decorations by Margaret Adams, printed at the
Stanbrook Abbey Press, bound by George
Percival & Rigby Graham. .

“Unless a grain of wheat falls to the ground and
dies, it remains just a grain of wheat, but if it
dies, it bears much fruit.” He tries to explain that
only through His death can He bear the fruit
that He came to bear.”

A beautifull printed and bound book from the
Stanbrook Abbey press.

$1,250
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/Augustine.pdf

Full Description:

3

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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DontDelete

(Bakst, Leon). Alexandre, Arsene. The Decorative Art
of Leon Bakst. Appreciation by Arsene Alexandre,
with Notes on the Ballets by Jean Cocteau. London:
Fine Arts Society, 1913. First English edition (a French
version was published the same year). Large Folio.
Original vellum decorated with gilt and marbled paper
sides. Complete with 76 tipped-plates, of which
almost fifty are full color This is a fine copy and
rare in this condition.

Published as the Ballets Russes was achieving its full
flowering. Includes reproductions of Bakst's early
designs for L'Oiseau de feu, Le Dieu Bleu, L'Apres-
Midi D'Un Faune, Cleopatre, Scheherazade, La
Peri and many others.

Ten years later, several other works on Leon Bakst were
published, but none matched The Decorative Art of Leon
Bakst in beauty or scope. This was the first deluxe
publication on Bakst to be published in England.

$5,500
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/bakst.pdf

Full Description:

4

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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Bernhardt, Sarah . (Photograph and ephemera).
Sarah Bernhardt in Fedora (ca. 1882)
photograph by  Nadar, related note,  as well
as,  autograph card signed “Sarah”. 1. Rare,

large albumen  photograph of Bernhardt as Princess

Fedora.  7 ½” x 11 15/16" mounted on 9 ½ x 12" on

stiff  sheet signed by Bernhardt.   Photograph by

“Nadar” (pseud of  Gaspard-Félix Tournachon.)*

2. Holograph schedule of Bernhardt’s  travels

written on  one sheet (5" x 7 3/4").   13  lines in ink

possibly by Jacques Damala** on Sarah Bernhardt

stationery, folded.   This  traveling schedule  dates

from October 13 (1887)  through 11 January (1888)

with cities of  Anvers  through Vienna, to Budapest,

Constantinople, Cairo and Alexandria.   At bottom

in pencil: “puis  Italie,   Russie,  Scandinavie,

Londres”.

3. Small business  card  of Sarah Bernhard (with

black margins), undated to “Mon cherie Julie”. Note

of about 20 words  in tiny hand,  signed “Sarah”.

$1,500
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/Bernhardt.pdf

Full Description:

5

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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DontDelete

Bonnard, Pierre. (1867-1947). Les
Pastorales, ou Daphnis et Chloë. By
Longus Sophista. Bonnard, Pierre. (1867
-1947). Les Pastorales, ou Daphnis et
Chloë. By Longus Sophista.  Paris: Ambrose
Vollard, 1902.  Copy #114 of 200 regular
copies on Van Gelder  paper with watermark
“Daphnis et Chloë”.  Entire edition 250:  50
on special paper; 200 on Van Gelder as this.
Translation  by Messire J. Amyot.  Edited by
Paul-Louis Courier. Printed at L’Imprimerie
Nationale  at the presses  of A. Clot.

Folio 10 1/4" x 12".   Bound by Jacques
Anthoine-Legrain in a wonderful mosaic
binding that  hints of  two  figures within a
pattern of  undulating flames.  Against a
background of pale red there is  an  inlaid
design  of  blues, greens, whites  and golds.
Edges gilt, morocco doublures.  Protected by
a chemise  of morocco tipped boards with
matching slipcase signed by J. Anthoine
Legrain. Dated 1959.

$9,500
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/Bonnard.pdf

Full Description:

6

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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DontDelete

Boursault, Edme (1638-1701). Les Nicandres,
ou les menteurs qui ne mentent point.
Comeìdie. Boursault, Edme (1638-1701). Les
Nicandres, ou les menteurs qui ne mentent point.
Comeìdie. Representeìe sur le Théätre Royal de l'Hostel
de Bourgogne. Paris : Chez N. Pepingueì, 1665. Three
acts comedy in verse.

Les Nicandres was first published in 1664 by Pépingué
(Priv. Oct 31, achevé Dec 5 th). It was republished in
1665 (as ours); also , in the same year it was published by
de Luynes (a false imprint according to the Yale copy),
by Quinet and by Thomas Jolly (all Paris). The play was
incorrectly thought to be in 5 acts originally. The five act
version was created later and was first published  in the
1725 and then 1746 editions of Boursault’s works. See
Lancaster III, 694-5.

$2,000
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/boursault.pdf

Full Description:

7

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.

DontDelete

Bradbury, Ray. Our New Year's Eve. Typed
manuscript, signed "Ray" and annotated in two
places.1 page folio. 20 lines. Inscribed "Bruce!
Hope this does it. Best to you and Ezter, Ray."
Undated (ca. 1960). Probably written for a magazine
article on how famous writers spend New Year's Eve.
Bradbury writes on his long-standing habit of staying at
home on New Year's Eve to commemorate his family.
The statement ends "...And for me, personally, as
midnight comes and goes, it is a time to remember my
mother and father... Thus the living and the dead, in our
house, share a special time." Bradbury manuscripts are
rarely on the market. Provenance: from the editor of New
Yorker who worked with Bradbury in the 1950s.

$850

8
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Chagall. Paris / l'Opera [Romeo and Juliet.]. Chagall,
Marc . Paris / l'Opera [Romeo and Juliet.]
[Lithographic poster printed in colors] by Mourlot
Gallery. Paris: Mourlot, 1965. On paper, 24x38”
610x965 mm, sheet.

The decoration for the ceiling of the Paris Opera by
Chagall was  commissioned by Andre Malraux, then the
Cabinet Minister in charge of Cultural Affairs. This
interpretive rendering of lithograph executed by Charles
Sorlier, from a detail of the preliminary sketch of the
ceiling of the Paris Opera. This fragment is a tribute to
Berlioz for Romeo and Juliet; it also includes pictures of
the Place de la Concorde and the Arc de Triomphe

Ref:  Sorlier, Chagall's Posters, A Catalogue Raisonne,
96; Weill page 358.

$3,000

9
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Cocteau, Jean. [Poster], Ballets Russes de
Diaghilew Paris: 1939. . [Poster], Ballets

Russes de Diaghilew Paris: 1939. Advertising poster

for the 1939 exhibition

BALLETS RUSSES DE DIAGHILEW 1909 A

1929 Musee des Art Decoratifs. Palais Du Louvre.

Pavillon de Marsan. Exposition organisee par Serge

Lifar. Mars a Juin 1939. Lithographic poster on

paper, printed in color with lettering and full

margins. Signed "Jean Cocteau" in the stone, lower

right. Sheet size: 61" x 34"; mounted on silk, rolled.

Fine copy.

Our 1939 poster was restruck from the original

lithograph of 1911 to advertise this, the first major

exhibition concerning Diaghilev and the Ballets

Russes.

The  poster shows Karsavina  in   Le Spectre de la

Rose in her costume as the young girl in the ballet,

“standing on point, her hands crossed in front of her,

her eyes closed facing to the left side of the image.”

The popularity of the exhibition caused its dates to

be extended to 1 July (as is advertised on our

poster).

$3,500
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/cocteau.pdf

Full Description:

10

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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DontDelete

(Craig, E. Gordon).  Campardon, Émile, 1837
-1915. Madame de Pompadour et la cour
de Louis XV. (Craig, E. Gordon).  Campardon,
Émile, 1837-1915. Madame de Pompadour et la
cour de Louis XV au milieu du dix-huitième
siècle: Ouvrage suivi du Catalogue des
tableaux originaux, des dessins et miniatures
vendus après la mort de Madame de
Pompadour, du Catalogue des objets d'art et
de curiosité du marquis de Marigny, et de
documents entièrement inédits sur le théatre
des petits cabinets, avec un portrait gravé
d'après le pastel de La Tour et le fac-simile
d'une lettre. Paris, France : Henri Plon,  1867.

Spine  lettered by E. Gordon
Craig
Books lettered on the spine similar to this are
known especially from the period of 1913-1914
while Craig was in Florence, operating the School
for the Art of the Theatre at the Arena Goldoni.
Most similar  books from this period are thought
to have been  rebound by a local binder and then
lettered by either E. Gordon Craig or his son
Edward Arthur Craig  who was his father’s
assistance in Florence until 1929.

A note in Edward Gordon’s hand, on the inside of
the rear original wrapper, dates  the book from
1933 Paris indicating that he lettered the spine
himself, since his son was no longer in Florence.
(see full description).

$800
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/craig_pompadour.pdf

Full Description:

11

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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DontDelete

Du Bouchet André (1924-2001), Villon, Jacques (1875
-1963.  Ajournement. Paris : Iliazd, 1960. Du
Bouchet André (1924-2001), Villon, Jacques (1875
-1963). Ajournement. Paris : Iliazd, 1960. Copy #7 of 32
copies on ancient China paper, signed on the page du
justification by the author, illustrator and publisher.
Entire edition 51 copies: 32 on Chine (as this); 19 on
Japon. With 7 original etchings by Jacques Villon
consisting of the frontis and six single and double page
etchings within the text. The text contain excerpts from
four poems by Andre Du Boucet: Ajournment, La Terre
Immobile, Le Lit, Regne.  Folio. (430 x 295 mm 12 ½ x
18 1/4" ). Issued unbound in double paged sheets.
Protected in triple white wrappers of Auvergne hand-
made paper, with full vellum covers titled Ajournement
Box of beige cloth  with matching slipcase. Printed in the
workshop of Georges Leblanc by Charles Schmitt with
the assistance

of Marcel Fiorini. Completed at the Imprimerie Union.

The text bears seven etchings after drawing by Jacques
Villion (pseud of Gaston Duchamp 1875-1963).

$7,500
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/iliazd.pdf

Full Description:

12

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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 (Dufy, Raoul, 1877-1953). Montfort,  Eugene.  . La

Belle-Enfant ou l'Amour à Quarante Ans..  Paris:
Ambroise Vollard, 1930 .  #163  of  340 copies
(Entire edition 390 copies: 60 with suites;  35 on
Japan supernacre; 244 as this copy; 50 hors
commerce).

Loose as issued.  Page size 13.2 x 10.2 inches;
overall size 14 x 11 x 2.5 inches Illustrated with
110 original etchings by Raoul Dufy, 94 of
which are 1/2 or full page plates, 41 hors-texte,
loose in pictorial wrapper folder. Fine copy,
Brown  buckram folding box.

Garvey notes in  The Artist & The Book" #93
"In search of accuracy of detail for La Belle-
Enfant, one of the most celebrated of Dufy's
illustrated books, he made preliminary studies
in Marseilles, the locale of the novel.”

Vollard recounts the determination of Dufy to
get exactly the right images he wanted.  “His
conscientioiusness was extraordinary. After
several journeys to Marseilles – a Marseilles
that is beginning to disappear, which adds still
more to the interst of these illustrations – just as
he was about to engrave one of the last plates,
representing Aline’s salon, the artists felt
doubtful. ...He decided to go to Marseilles...
again.” (257-8)

References:  Chapon  p. 281; Kornfeld 152/62;
Skira 107; Rauch 47; "From Manet to
Hockney"85; Strachan,W.J. The Artists and the
Book in France.  Vollard, Ambroise.
Recollections of Picture Dealer (1936); The arts
of the French book 1900-1965 (1967): #15.

$4,000
http://www.goldenlegend.com/list/Dufy.pdf

Full Description:

13

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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DontDelete

Fielding,  Henry. Amelia.  London: Printed for A. Millar,
1752. First edition,  Vol. III in corrected state: the
misreading 'the at Folly' changed to 'at the Folly'.
Rothschild 853.

Four vols. Twelvmo. Contemporary calf, raised bands,
spines numbered in gilt, simple double gilt rules on each
cover. Vol 1 Outer hinge front repaired, Vol III out hinge
starting to crack, Vol IV repaired at heel of spine.   With
the often lacking "Universal-Register-Office"
advertisement at end of volume two (M12r). Protected in
a half orange morocco slipcase, raised bands, lettered in
gilt on spines. Spines slightly sunned.

Provenance Caroli Whibley  the collector Charles
Whibley (1859-1930), best known today for bringing T.
S. Eliot to the attention of Geoffrey Faber (bookplate in
each volume).

$2,500

14

DontDelete

Flynn, Danny (Author) & Eri Funazaki (Illustrator).
Stepping out of the Box. Printed by Danny Flynn & Eri
Funazaki, 2007. Limited edition #4 of 15. (Seven books
have been completed; five books were sold).

Concertina book housed in a full-leather flat back drop-
back box (mid brown) with "A survival kit." 110 x115 x
50. All text and illustrations printed in letterpress on
Adana 8-5. Text on Fabriano Roma (hand-made) and
hand-made paper. Illustrations on Somerset 250gsm
Antique (CP) and Arches Aquarelle 185gsm (HP). Hand
gold tooling on illustration. Gold tooling, blind tooling,
ink-in and inlays on the box. “The little man is finally
stepping out of his troubled but sweet home.”

$1,000

15
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Gaskell, Elizabeth. Cranford. London:Dent, 1904. 8vo.
Full vellum gilt designed by Reginald Knowles. 255pp.
26 full-page color plates by C.E. Brock including
frontispiece and vignette title-page with tissue guard. Top
edge gilt. Decorative endpapers. A fine copy.
Provenance: Morris/Levin collection.

$450

16
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[Haraucourt, Edmond (1856-1941)]. Le Sire de
Chambley. La Legende des sexes. Poemes hysteriques.
1882. Original edition.  Edition de tete:  copy # 1 of 12
copies  published on Japon (entire edition 212 copies: 12
copies on Japan paper as this; 200 numbered copies).
Inscribed to  Paul Eudel "souvenir du vernissage de
1884"  numbered  #A1" and with two unpublished
autograph poems by the author, one with a drawing.
Also, an invitation tipped  in to an exposition of his
drawings for Seul, 1891,   his collection of poems.

8vo (6" x 9 ½").  In an elegant “Parnassian” binding of
black  morocco with a multitude of cut and colored
leathers  that include symbolist  designs. Signed  Charles
Meunier (Parisian binder, disciple of Marius Michel who
flourished in the late 19th century).

Edmond Haraucourt (18 October 1856 Bourmont -
November 1941 Paris) was a French poet and novelist.
His  first published work  La Légende des Sexes.
Poëmes hysteriques appeared under the pseudonym of
Le Sire de Chambley. According to some historians this
work influenced  Apollinaire in his composition of
Calligrammes, 1918.

Haraucourt was a disciple of Leconte de Lisle founder  of
the so-called  Parnassian school. This group of writers
was  named after  the Symbolist journal  Parnasse
Contemporain in which they appeared (1866, 1869
-71,1876). Associated with Baudelaire, Verlaine and
Mallarmé, the Parnassians used careful versification,
exact expressions, objectivity and avoided
sentimentality. This  binding by Meunier reflects the
restrained brilliance and exact organization of the
Parnassian style

$16,500
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/sexe.pdf

Full Description:

17

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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Heine, Heinrich. (1799-1856). . Der Rabbi von

Bacherach . mit Originallithographien von Max

Liebermann. Berlin: Im Prophlaen Verlag, 1923.

#279 of 400 with signed frontispiece and limitation

page by Liebermann and 17 full or partial page

lithographs in black. (The first 100 were printed on

Japan Vellum).

The Rabbi of Bacharach, set in the middle ages,

is the beginning of  Heine’s unfinished novel that

describes the ordeal of Rabbi Abraham and his wife

in the small town of Bacharach, Germany along the

Mainz  river. Gentiles come to the Passover Seder in

order to secretly plant a body of a Christian child.

They will accuse the Rabbi of ritual murder. Then

when he is taken away, they will rob his home.  The

rabbi and his “schönne” [beautiful] Sarah manage to

leave their home during an interval in the seder and

run to the river docks. They are then transported (for

a fee) down the Main to Frankfurt  where they enter

into the Jewish quarter without incident. In tha

quarter, life is fully described with all its variety and

color.

This unfinished story remains popular because it

pictures life in the medieval Jewish community with

detailed description of worship, customs, and

pecking orders, as well as, dress, manners and a

variety of activities within the Jewish quarter.

Max Liebermann’s realistic sketchbook style depicts

scenes with a charcoal drawing-like simplicity. The

stark  depiction creates an atmosphere of dark

foreboding.

$1,500
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/rabbi.pdf

Full Description:

18

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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(Iliazd) Jehan-François de Boissière. .

Traité du Balet. [Iliazd; Ilia Zdanevitch]. Jehan-
François de Boissière. Traité du Balet. Illustré de
gravures à l'eau-forte par Marie-Laure [de
Noailles] mis en page par Iliazd. [Paris: Le Degré
Quarante et un, 1953]. No. 2 of 15 copies on Chine,
signed by the illustrator Marie-Laure and Iliazd (Total
edition: 50 copies: 35 on Japon; 15 as this; 6 copies for
copyright purposes).

Folio (11 1/8 x 15 1/4") (105 x 207 mm). With 66
original etchings by Marie-Laure de Noailles,
including 22 full page and 44 in the text. Unbound, as
issued in wrappers, vellum covers with reproduction of
Boissière's signature on the front.

Iliazd is assured a “permanent place in the history of the
livre d’artiste” (Strachan, 294). “Iliazd deserves
recognition for his unique aesthetic contribution to
twentieth century livres d’artiste . . . . Iliazd made books
first and foremost as the unique expression of deeply held
beliefs, because they were the single medium in which he
could give form to the many aspects ofhis intellectual and
aesthetic interests” (Drucker, 73).

“Iliazd was among the most important publishers of
livres d’artistes in the twentieth century . . . .After early
books where he experimented with Russian constructivist
typography he moved on to fine editions with exceptional
artists . . .” (Kelly et al, 78).

$5,500
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/boissiere.pdf
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Lancret, Nicolas, 1690-1743. . Marie Sallé. Se

vende a Paris chez l'auteur d'entre du quai de la

Féraille ala croix de Perles et chez Sr. De

Laramessin rüe de Platre a la 4e porte cochena

adroit par la rüe St. Jacques et ches la Ve de F.

Chereau rüe St. Jacques au deux pilliers d'or a

Veu Privilege du Roy. 1732.  Bocher.#71. Height

17 ½" ie 1' 5 ½ 444.5m;  Length 22" ie 17 ½

558mm.  Framed.  Sallé to front, feet in fourth

position, arms à la seconde, elaborate ankle-length

gown. Background left, trio of women dancing.

Background right, four boys playing woodwind

instruments in front of the Temple of Diana, heavy

foliage. Engraved by L'Armessin, Nicolas de, 1684

-1753.

Marie Sallé, one of the most prominent dancers of

her time, was a daughter of a tumbler. She became

a student of Françoise Prevost at the Academie

Royale in Paris. In 1725, the English theatre

manager John Rich took her to London where she

appeared to great popularity. In fact, Sallé’s

greatest success was in London because of the

stagnant rules of classical ballet at the Paris Opera

that prevented innovation “The particular beauty of

Sallé’s dancing lay in extraordinary grace,

expressive gesture and vivid pantomime.” (Moore

30). Her great popularity led her to be compared

to Marie Camargo. As a result, Lancret created a

painting of Sallé that was very similar to that he

had made of Camargo.* $3,000
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/salle.pdf
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Laroon, Marcellus the younger. Lady Granny in her

supposed grandure .  [etching on paper].
(London:) Printed for Carington
Bowles Map &  printseller in
St’Pauls Church yrd_London (ca.
1770). Original edition, later state
Engraved by T.S. after M. Laroon.
Etching on laid paper, with fleur de
lys watermark. Size 7 ½" x 11
1/8" (284 x 189mm) with thread
margin. Bottom margin trimmed.
Slight soiling. 

A raggedly dressed, cross-eyed old
woman stands in front of St.
James's Palace. Eight lines of
verse above the image describe her
“supposed grandure”; another
eights line below describe her
“native poverty.” The verses
suggests she was once a fine lady;
now, she is a deformed street
beggar.

 Catalogue of engraved British
portraits preserved in the
Department of prints and drawings
in the British museum, v. 2, p. 369
Laroon, Marcellus, 1653-1702,

$1,000
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/granny.pdf
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Le Moyne, Pierre (1602-1671). Gallerie des
femmes fortes, La. A Paris, chez Antoine de

Sommaville, au Palais en la salle des Merciers, à

l'Escu de France. M. DC. XLVII. Avec privilege du

Roy. Original edition. Picot, E. Bibliographie

Cornélienne,; 50; Tchemerzine; v. II, p. 558; BM

STC French, 1601-1700; C-1521

Folio (9 1/2 x 13 3/8”). 19th-century patterned

boards, calf spine, with raised band, decorated in

gilt. Text with 21 etchings worked with engravings.

The etchings  are fresh without any sign of the wear

that would affect images in the later editions. .

 La Galleries des Femmes Fortes (Paris, 1647) is

the most significant example of the numerous

galleries of women published during the first half of

the 17th century. It presents a strong argument that

femmes fortes (i.e. women who are strong, valiant,

courageous, or fearless) could become heads of

state. With this book, La Moyne contributed to the

long running querelle des femmes concerning the

abilities and status of women versus men, suggesting

that the femme sauvante and the femme forte thus

were interwoven.

La Gallerie des Femmes Fortes, in its twenty

sections, pictures and discusses twenty women from

history who exemplify leadership qualities of both

mind and body, including those qualities of the

warrior. Le Moyne created a compendium of

heroines from four epochs: early Jewish, barbarian

(i.e. non-Greeks), Roman, and Christian figures.

Each heroine is pictured in a large engraving
$2,500
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Lemonnier, binder . Heures Royales dédiées à

Madame la Dauphine contenant les Offices qui se

disent à l'Église pendant l'Année en Latin et en

François. Nouvelle edition. Paris: Guillaume de

Hansy, 1770. 3 ½" x 5 1/4".   563pps with a frontis

of the Dauphine at prayer and two other engravings

within the text.   Bound in contemporary  red

morocco with   both  covers  decorated at the center

with a  mosaic of a pomegranate in green and brown.

Each corner bears a  small  mosaic of a  tulips in

green and  gold. The borders show  a roll of a  floral

image  with bees and dragonflies above. The spine

has five raised bands with title “Heures de Cour” in

gilt over green panel and  floral motifs repeated in

the spine panels.  Ownership initials surround the

central image of a pomegranate on the front cover.

The letter “B.”  in gilt is incised  at bottom of the

rear cover.Linen endpapers, bookplate of S. Antoine

de P.  Edges worn,  a few minor scuffs; otherwise  a

rich and  lustrous binding.

This   type of  mosaic binding popular in mid-18th

century France is variously  attributed to l'atelier de

Louis Douceur or to the  Ateliere  a la Tulipe or the

Atelier aux  Bouquets de Fleurs (See Michon pp51

-51).  The most persuasive research, however,

shows that the  binding is  done by  the Paris  atelier

of Louis-François Lemonnier (fl 1737-1776).

$1,750
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/heures.pdf
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Limagne, E. de. La Gerbe, album mosaique par E. de
Limagne. Paris: H. Mandeville, 1859. Folio. 80pp. with
22 engravings. Bound by Lenegre in ornate green cloth,
gilt, e fFne. A lovely copy of a deluxe gift book of mid
-19th century France.

Gerbe [tr. A spray of flowers] is a deluxe gift-book,
probably done for the Holidays, which contains polite
articles and stories for each of the twelve months, each
illustrated with nice engravings, many of them engraved
in England. One of six volumes issued by Mandeville in
the series Album du monde elegante. (1854-1860). In "as
new" condition.

All titles in the series seem to be scarce. Gerbe is not in
Eureka or OCLC. Bibliotheque Nationale has a copy.

$850
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Metastasio, Pietro. Partenope. Festa teatrale . da

rappresentarsi in musica nell imperial regio teatro

festeggiandosi i felicissimi sponsali di Ferdinando II.

di Borbone re delle Due Sicilie e di Maria Giuseppa

d'Austria, l'anno MDCCLXVII (Vienna: Nella

stamperia di Ghelen, 1767).  Sartori 17845 (42pp.);

Sonneck 851; Schtz 4551.

First edition of the Ghelen libretto, with his
beautiful typefaces, ornaments and
illustrations.

Festival drama in two scenes with chorus at the end.

Music by Johann Adolf Hasse, libretto by Pietro

Metastasio. This drama was composed at the

command of Empress Maria Theresa for the

marriage of Ferdinand I (1751-1825), king of Two

Siciles, to Archduchess Maria Josepha of Austria.

The drama was at Vienna’s Burgtheater on

September 9, 1767. Mozart was in attendance. It had

been presented at court the evening before.

Like the few other Ghelen publications of the decade

devoted to festival performance, Partenope is an

elegant production with its many fine engravings

and ornaments suggestive of the characters at the

beginning of each scene. Ghelen was the court

printer for the Holy Roman Empire during this era.

There are a total of eight engravings (two full-page)

by J.C. von Reinsperger after J. Biderman.

$2,000
http://goldenlegend.com/pdfs/patenope.pdf
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Miro, Joan. Lucifer [Original lithographic
poster in color]. published by the
Martha Graham Dance Company,. New
York, printed by Maeght, Paris, 1975. (Mourlot, 1050).

Copy #51 of 75, signed by Miro in pencil, on
handmade paper (there were also 500 unsigned
copies, with “letters” published as an advertising poster
for the performance). Mourlot. The Lithographs of Joan
Miro, #1050; Picazo. The Posters of Joan Miro, #86. 31"
x 21". Image/sheet size 30 3/4 x 22 1/4 in. (78.0 x 56.4
cm), unmatted, Deckled edges. 

Miro created this lithograph as an advertising poster for
the modern ballet Lucifer performed by the Martha
Graham Dance Company, featuring Margot Fonteyn and
Rudolf Nureyev as guest artists. Lucifer premiered June
19, 1975 at The Uris Theater in New York City as the
main feature of The Martha Graham Gala. 

In Martha Graham’s words, “Many people have asked
me why I did Lucifer with Rudolf Nureyev. Lucifer is the
bringer of light. When he fell from grace he mocked God.
He became half god, half man. As half man, he knew
men’s fears, anguish, and challenges. He became the god
of light. Any artist is the bringer of light. That’s why I
did Lucifer with Nureyev. He’s a god of light. And
Margot Fonteyn was such a glorious complement to him
at it. Luminous as night. When I first saw Margot
Fonteyn she was a great and beautiful figure.”
(Unidentified interview with Martha Graham, 1975.)

Provenance: Through the family of former Rhode Island
governor and United States senator John Orlando Pastore
(1907-2000).

$6,000
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/miro_lucifer.pd
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Northouse, Cameron . American Poetry
Portfolio. American Poetry Portfolio, published

by Northouse & Northouse, Dallas Texas, 1988.

Edition of 100 copies of which this is #27. With

eight broadside poems, each specially designed and

printed.  Each  individually signed  by the author

(Ginsberg’s “Capitol Air”  has an holograph word

ad   d ded; Nemerov’s “Landscape with Self

Portrait” is unsigned).

Eight  folio broadsides ranging in size from 13" x

17" to 13" x 19". Fine in a hard plastic  case  (13 3/4

x 19 1/4") .

Scott Davison, “Soft Salvation,” designed and

printed by David Holman at the Wind River Press.

Allen Ginsberg, “Capitol Air,” designed and printed

at Red Ozier Press.

William Heyen, “Mother and Son,” designed and

printed by Leigh McLellan.  

Heather McHugh, “From 20,000 Feet,” designed and

printed by the Press of A. Colish.

Howard Nemerov, “Landscape with Self-Portrait,”

designed and printed by W. Thomas Taylor. Linda

Pastan, “Mother Eve,” designed and printed by W.

Thomas Taylor.

William Stafford, “Geography Lesson,” designed

and printed at the Red Ozier Press.

John Updike, “Two Sonnets,” designed and printed

by David Holman.

$1,500
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/amerpoet.pdf
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Nureyev, Rudloph (collecdtion . From Rudolph
Nureyev’s collection

Caricatures: . Hairstyles & Highwire
dancers

Four engravings  from  Le Bon Genre*,
Paris,  ca 1822. Each beautifully hand-
colored as issued. (Print size: each 10 1/2 x
14"   Window mounted vertically  for  two
each,   mount size  size 25 ½"  x 20").

Two etchings, left,  poke fun at the elegant
Parisian hair styles that  emerged after the
Revolution.  After 1792 the wearing of the
wig was prohibited  in the name of equality
of appearance. In the bottom  print #39 (Le
titus et les Cache-Folie) we see  the return of
fashionable hairstyles that imitated Roman
emperors "à la Titus", "à la Brutus" or "à la
Caracalla".

In the two etching of high-wire artists, right,
performers in  costume dance on either two
or four "cordes".  In  print No 33,  "Le
Incomparable Ravel” Jean  Ravel is pictured
on the tight rope playing a guitar
accompanying  a dancing  couple.   Ravel
founded a four generation clan of French
circus performers. The core of the troupe
consisted of Jean’s children Gabriel Antoine
(1812-1872), Angelique (1813-1895),
Jerome (1814-1890) and Francoise (1823$2,000
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Officer, Robert A. Romance" [original bromide

photograph]. [n.p.: n.p., ca. 1929).

Photograph  (7 1/8" x 9 1/2" plus mat). Signed in

pencil. Tipped to stiff mount with logo initials

"ROA". (Robert O Office).   Five exhibition labels

on the back of the mount: Camera Club 3rd

Invitational New York, 1930;  Smithsonian. June

1930, signed "A.J. Olmsted, custodian" ; London

Salon of Photography, 1929;  1er Salon

Internacional de Fotografia, Barcelona, 1929; first

Rochester International Salon of Photography,

Rochester, NY Dec 1929

Robert Officer’s work is pictured in numerous

periodicals including Camera Craft (volume 39,

issue 4) and The Photographic Journal: Including

the Transactions of the Royal Photographic
Society of Great Britain... (volume 75, 1935)

where he is listed as a member of the Royal

Photographic Society of Great Britain and the

Photographic Society of London. He lived and

worked in Denver during the late 1920s.

$950
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(Orlik, Emil). Tilla Durieux spielen und traumen mit
funf radierungen und einer lithographie von Emil
Orlik. Berlin: Galerie Flechtheim, 1922. No. 66 of

125 copies signed by Tilla Durieux and Emil Orlik.

Sm folio, vellum backed-boards, slightly rubbed.

With five original etchings and one lithograph, each

signed by Orlik.

Durieux trained in Vienna, her native town, and got

her first engagement in Bresla in 1902. Later she

worked with Max Reinhardt and Erwin Piscator in

Berlin. In 1912 she played Circe in Calderon’s

comedy of the same name. In 1913 she played Frank

Wedekind's Lulu in Munich.

Tilla Durieux was the first to perform Oscar
Wilde's Salome on the stage and also the
first Eliza Doolittle in Shaw's Pygmalion. In
1914 she made her film debut in the silent
movie.

The artist Emil Orlik (b Prague, 21 July 1870; d
Berlin, 28 Sept 1932) was a German printmaker
and painter of Czech origin.  Most notable in his
art career were two periods in Berlin.
Immediately after arriving in Berlin in 1905 he
formed a close connection with the theatre
director Max Reinhardt (1873-1943). Orlik
worked on a series of set and costume designs
for productions at Reinhardts "German Theatre"
where he had occasion to sketch playwrights,
including Gerhardt Hauptmann, Maxmilian
Harden, Luigi Pirandello, Frank Wedekind and
Oskar Kokoschka. He also often drew sketches
of the outstanding actors in Reinhardts group:
Paul Wegener, Werner Krauss, Max $2,500
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Pablo Picasso, Spanish (1881 - 1973). (Print) Vallauris
Exposition 1960 . Linocut on Arches, (Bloch 1290, )
signed in pencil “Picasso. ” 1 of 170 copies.
Image Size: 25 x 21 inches. Size: 29.5 in. x 24.5 in.
(74.93 cm x 62.23 cm)

In the late 1940s, Picasso became interested in ceramics.
He thought he could design a ceramic form that could be
produced in a small limited edition, just as he would
produce a print on paper.

In 1953 Picasso met artist Jacqueline Roque at Madoura
Pottery in Vallauris where she worked. Together they
created his ceramics. In 1961 they married and moved to
Mougins, France where Picasso continued creating
ceramics until his death in 1973.

Annually, he created a poster to advertise his show and
sale of new ceramics. This run of posters included a
small, signed, limited edition on special paper, as here.
Nicely framed.

$9,500
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Poiret, Paul. Typed letter, signed "Paul Poiret" dated
28 April 1914

Paul Poiret letter on Georges Lepape Stationery. 1
page, folio (8 3/4 x 11"). Eleven lines. Written on Poiret's
Ave D'Antin 26 address with woodcut logo by Georges
Lepape prominently in upper left hand corner.

The letter is written to M. Beaulieu, director of the
Comoedie des Champs Elysses urging him to consider a
Poiret protege for an advantageous part in an upcoming
play.

Paul Poiret (20 April 1879, Paris, France - 30 April 1944,
Paris) a Parisian couturier whose influence was s greater
than any other designer of pre-WWI Paris. Poiret dressed
Ida Rubinstein, Isadora Duncan, Eleanore Duse and
Sarah Bernhardt, as well as, many members of European
nobility.

$1,500
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/poiret.pdf
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Schiller, Friedrich von.  Kabale und
Liebe Tragédie par   Friedrich von
Schiller. Representation sous le patronage
de L’Institut Allemand a Paris donée par
le Schillertheater de Berlin. Direction:
Heinrich George, Staatsschauspieler 25 et
26 Févier 1941. Berlin:H. Heenemann,
1941. . Under German  occupation the Comédie-

Française hosts a performance of Schiller’s

Kabale und Liebe. whether they liked  it or not

[theatre program inscribed by21 actors]. Comédie-

Française.  Kabale und Liebe Tragédie par

 Friedrich von Schiller. Representation sous le

patronage de L’Institut Allemand a Paris donée par

le Schillertheater de Berlin. Direction: Heinrich

George, Staatsschauspieler 25 et 26 Févier 1941.

Berlin:H. Heenemann, 1941.

$1,500
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(Segonzac, Andre Dunoyer de); Ronsard, Pierre de.
Quelques Sonnets de Ronsard. Paris: Chez l'Auteur,
1955. With 51 original etchings by Segonzac. Copy #49
with a suite on Japon, numbered and signed by the artist.
(Total edition 210: 35 copies with two suites; 40 copies
as this with a suite on Japon; 125 regular copies; 15 hors
commerce). Laid in is an original pen and ink drawing of
a reclining girl in lingerie by Segonzac, inscribed "pour
les gourments de Ronsand and signed A. Dunoyer de /
Segonzac." Folio (10 1/2 x 13"; 25, 5 x 32 cm.) Bound in
blue morocco with covers decorated in a renaissance
style frame created entirely out of pointelle, from which
sprigs of acanthus leaves sprout. Smooth spine
ornamented in gilt and in pointelle. A simple yet
exuberant binding. Mauve suede endpapers.

Binding by Therese Moncey, with Fache as doreur.
Moncey's beautiful bindings have won le grand prix de la
reliure francaise in 1950 and succeeded in numerous
exhibitions. She has always used the great gilders
"doreurs"of the period such as Fache.

$17,500
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/segonzac.pdf
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Thebom, Blanche (1918- 2010). [Original silver print

photograph by Angus McBean]. Extremely large
(20 x 15 3/4" [image]; 23 11/16 x 17
5/16" [mat]). NP 1950. Signed by McBean on
mat. Image in perfect condition, mat with several

small closed tears to margin, lower right corner

chipped.

Blanche Thebom  (1918- 2010).was the first

American female opera singer to perform in Russia.

With a beautiful mezzo soprano voice, and equally

beautiful hair that extended six feet in length, she

had a long and successful career as a soloist .

Thebom performed at the Metropolitan Opera House

in over 350 performances.

Photograph by Angus McBean (1950) who writes

"After a series of conventional poses, McBean

decided to  photograph Thebom  with her hair let

down, which reached the floor. McBean contrived

this pose, which required that the singer lie down on

a bed of sand. He tore a sheet of wrapping paper to

fit the contours of her hair in order to protect it from

the grit."

Reference: Wilson, Frederic Woodbridge, The

Theatrical World of Angus McBean, (2008).

$3,000
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Tomlinson, H.M. The sea and the jungle. 1930. First
ed., limited ed. Signed by Tomlinson, beautifully bound
in half green morocco with inlaid seaside scene in colors
and gilt. Unidentified but skilled binder, probably
Floridian.

$750
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Torelli, Giacomo. Feste theatralie
per la Finta Pazza drama
(Etching from the 1645 Paris
Livret. [Etching:  A courtyard
setting Act I-3 to Act II-7]. [Corte

della reggia del. Re di Sciro.  A Palace

Courtyard ] [etching]   Feste theatralie per la

Finta Pazza drama del Sig. Giulio Strozzi,

Rappresentate nel piccolo Borbone in Parigi

quest anno MDCXLV, et da Giacomo Torelli da

Fano Inventore...] Paris, 1645). (Bjurstrom p251);

Sartori 10097.

Etching on laid paper, bunch of grapes watermark

with initials. 10” x 13 1/4”.

The opera La Finta Pazza (The maiden feigning

madness) had music by Francesco Sacrati (Italian

1605-1650) and libretto by Giulio Strozzi (Italian

1583-1652). It was first performed in Paris on 19

September 1645 at the Salle du Peitit Bourbon,

Louvre. Cardinal Mazarin who wanted to introduce

Italian opera to France had arranged for the original

scenic designer, from the 1641 Venetian production,

Giacomo Torelli (Italian 1608-1678) to come to

Paris to oversee the production.

La Finta Pazza is considered to be the second

French opera and the “first French operatic hit”

particularly because the striking effects of Torelli’s

machine enchanted the viewer through the use of

“the stage decorations, the ingenuousness of the

machines and the admirable scene changes, until$1,500
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/Torelli2.pdf
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 Torino, Gio. Antonio di. Orazioni
panegiriche. Orazioni panegiriche del padre fra' Gio.

Antonio di Torino de' Minori osservanti riformati di San
Francesco, dette in varie solennità. Dedicate all’Emo, e
Rmo Principe, Il Signor Cardinale Trajano Aqvaviva
d’Aragona, Incaricato degli affari di Sua Maesta due
Sicilie presso la Santa Sede, e Protettore de’ Min. Ofs.
Rifor., Etc. . - In Assisi : per Andrea Sgariglia stamp

1754.

Small quarto. (5 3/8" x 7 1/4"). Contemporary Italian
brown morocco, highly gilt with floral rules, elaborate
armorial in gilt of Cardinal Troiano Acquaviva of Aragon
(January 14, 1696 – 20 March 1747). On each of the four
sides of the central armorial shield is a blind stamp of a
butterfly or bird shape

+. Spine highly gilt. Slightly rubbed, edges slightly worn
but a bright, highly attractive (and rare example) of an
18th  century decorated liturgical binding.

$3,000
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/torino.pdf
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(Utrillo, Maurice).  Bove Emmanuel  (20 April 1898 - 19
July 1945).  Bécon-les-Bruyères. Portrait de la France.

Paris:  Emile-Paul Frères, 1927. #14 of 50 copies
on Japon and with frontis in  two states:
Japon and Holland.  (Entire edition: 1650: 50

on Japan imperial with frontis is two states as ours,

100 of van Galder; 1500 on Lafuma.) 8vo. 3f, 62p,

2f. Lithograph printed in black  (signed Maurice

Utrillo V. in reverse on the stone. page size 7  7/8 x

5  3/8”.    Printed by R. Coulouma. 8vo. Bound in

full blue morocco inlaid with center panels of  light-

blue polished calf, ruled in gilt. Blue and gold

patterned endpapesr. Open leather-tipped  slipcase.

Original cover bound in. By Alix

Emmanuel Bove ( Emmanuel Bobovnikoff.  Paris b.

1898.  d.1945 Paris) Wrote popular novels under the

name of Jean Vallois.  In the 1920s  his work came

to the attention of Colette, who helped him publish

his first novel under his own name,  Mes amis  in

1924. The novel became a success and he

consistently published until the the Second World

War, winning the prix Figuière

One of a series Portraits de la France  published by

Émile-Paul Frères and illustrated by such painters as

Dufy, Dunoyer de Segonzac and Friesz in the 1920s.

Garvey notes of Utrillio’s frontispeice.  “At his time

Utrillio’s Paris views had a freshness later lost...”

Artist and the book in France #308.

$1,500
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/utrillo.pdf
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Valéry, Paul. . Degas Danse Dessin. .

Valéry, Paul.  Degas Danse Dessin. Paris:
Ambroise Vollard, 1936. Edition of 325
copies, this is #75.    10" x 13 ½”.  Original
wrappers, protective  sleeve backed in
vellum and lettered  Paul Valery Degas.
With 26 aquatint-etchings in color, tone or
black  engraved on copper by Maurice Potin,
after original  pastel or chalk drawings by
Degas.

Degas Danse Dessin pictures ballet dancers
in costume and in the nude, subject matter
for which Degas was famous. Published by
Ambroise  Vollard in a livre d’artiste that
brings forth Degas’ original drawings and
monotypes in fidelity.* Vollard writes “I had
to find an artist capable of fathoming the
sensitiveness of [Degas’] drawing, the
subtlety of his tone. I turned to the painter-
graver Maurice Potin who accomplished
wonders. He spared neither time nor
trouble.” Potin often “had to engrave as
many as three different copper plates to
capture the rich, feathery effect of Degas’s
monotypes. Six years were required for the
project. “In his superbly engraved plates of
aquatint-etching Potin has preserved the rich
black and pastel colors of the original.”
(Johnson p27)

$7,500
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/degas.pdf
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Vallancier,  Jean (1698-1771. Bacchus, triomphe

de l'amour et de la gloire, opéra en un acte pour

le théâtre et pour le concert.. Vallancier,  Jean

(1698-1771).  Bacchus, triomphe de l'amour et de

la gloire, opéra en un acte pour le théâtre et pour

le concert...  Paris : Vanheck ; Lyon : chez l'auteur.

[ca. 1750]. Engraved opera score on six staves,  on

laid paper: ,  for four voices with  large and small

choir.  101pp: leaf of dedication to “Monsieur”;

Overture  pp 1-3; Scene  pp 4-101.) with lyrics.

Instruments of trompettes,  timbales, tambours,

violins, flutes, haubois, bassoons. On title  page:

“Dédie A Monsieur le marquis de L'Hermuzière”

Oblong quarto. 10 3/" x 8".    Bound in  olive green

morocco gilt,  inlaid  with a beautiful  floral  design

a la mosaic  with lace borders. The center of each

cover bears

a flowering  plant of two intertwining stems,

multiple  blossoming flowers growing from each; in

the corners,  are  smaller  stems each  with one

flower with  red and green inlays.   The flowers are

surrounded by small gilt ornaments of  insects,

roundels and dots.  The  whole enclosed by a border

of flowering potted plants. Spine  with raised bands,

highly gilt with floral ornaments and lettered

Bacchu. Bound by le Ateliers aux Bouquets de

Fleurs

$8,500
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/vall.pdf
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Vicente, Esteban. A mis soledades voy, de
mis soledades vengo.  . Madrid, Paris:
Elvira González and Édouard Weiss, 1999.
Entire edition 100 copies, this copy #36 .
Portfolio: 20 x 16 ½ x 2". Loose text and prints laid

into buckram  folder.  Clamshell case of grey

buckram lettered on each cover, with smooth suede

spine, extending inward to 3". Ten silkscreen prints

by Vicente Esteban  in multi-colors. Ten pages of

printed  text with  excepts from Calderon,

Cervantes,  Lope de Vega, Luis de Góngora, Tirso

de Molina, Garcilaso de la Vega.  Text printed by

François Da Ros, Paris;  paper hand-made at

Paperki, Hondarribia, Guipuzoca (Near San

Sebastián Spain);  Folder and slipcase made

Dermont-Duval Paris; Spine lettered by Erik

Kirsaether, Madrid.

Eteban Vicente founded the  New York School of

Drawing, Painting and Sculpture, where he was a

professor of painting since 1964 until his death. He

was one of the first generation of New York School

of  abstract expressionists. He taught and exhibited

in the United States for three decades.  A mis

soledades voy, de mis soledades vengo was

exhibited the New York School  from January 11 to

February 24, 2001.  It was also exhibited that year in

Spain  accompanied by eight of the original collages

he made for the printing of serigraphs.

$4,500
http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/Esteban.pdf

Full Description:
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Villegas Selvago, Alonso de ( Toldeo, Sp.
1534-1615). Discorsi, overo Sermoni sopra
gli Evangeli di tutte le dominiche
dell'anno, ferie di Quaresima, et feste
principali nequali si contengono
espositioni literali, dottrine moral,
documenti spirituali. Venice, Gio. Antonio, and

Giacomo de' Franceschi, 1604. Second edition (first

published 1603).

Alonso de Villegas Selvago

A gifted Spanish priest  who influenced Christian

art,  Lope de Vega and who  was translated into

Nahuatl for the education of  the indigenous

peoples of Peru

Discorsi  o sermones is an Italian translation by

Grazio Maria Grazi*  from the fourth part of

Villegas’ Flos sanctorum  (first translated into

Italian 1603).  Villegas was a priest and religious

writer  in  the Mozarabic Catholic churches of

Toledo for most of his life. He  is best known for his

hagiographic writings especially for  the  Flos

Sanctorum  (Lives of the Saints) written in six

volumes 1588-1603.

$3,500
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/selvagio.pdf
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Vivaldi,Antonio . Giustino dramma per
musica. [Libretto] Giustino dramma per musica

[Livret]  da recitarsi nel Teatro dell'i  Sig.

Federico Capranica nel carnevale dell'anno 1724:

Roma: Bernabo,  1724. Sonneck, 568; Sartori 12373.

Giustino shows Vivaldi on the verge of modernizing

his style while summing up the most individual

achievements of his earlier years. According the

musicologist Reinhard Strohm, the libretto, along

with an original autograph score still in existence,

are the two final authorities for the study and

possible reconstruction of Vivaldi’s Giustino. He

writes that the printed libretto of 1724 “must have

appeared only a few days before the first night, and

it must have aimed at reproducing the text precisely

as it was sung. . . . Although the libretto differs in

many major and minor details from the autograph

[score] it does not reflect a different stage of

revision. Both originated and were used

simultaneously . . . their divergences result from the

different function and intended readership”

Strohm adds, the libretto for the audience aimed to

print not only the recited text, but also to provide an

explanation of the stage sets. Furthermore the

libretto was to present the text in an orthographically

correct, literary fashion, whereas the text within the

musical score was not read by the public, only heard.

“Therefore [the score] lacks stage directions and

many details of punctuation which were not

necessary for the   rerformers. The libretto is a

literary text of the opera which its author hoped to

$2,500
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/giustino.pdf
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Wong, Anna May. Original photograph signed and
inscribed (after 1938). Wong, Anna May (B. San
Francisco 1905- D. San Francisco  -1980). Chinese
American Movie Star. Original photograph signed and
inscribed. (6 1/4 x 9 1/4". Slightly trimmed at margins)

Anna May Wong, starring as  Lan Ving   in
"Dangerous to Know."  (1938) .  Wong  wears a
black and white dinner gown with a large leaf motif.
Edith Head, who designed the dress, adheres to a m

olded silhouette, long sleeves and high neckline.

During the 1930s, American studios were looking for
fresh European talent. Ironically, Wong caught their eye,
and she was offered a contract with Paramount Studios in
1930. Enticed by the promise of lead roles and top
billing, she returned to the United States. The prestige
and training she had gained during her years in Europe
led to a starring role on Broadway in On the Spot  a
drama that ran for 1.67 performances and which she
would later film as Dangerous to Know

Provenance: Mary M. Spaulding (stamp on reverse).
Spaulding  Nee María Melero,  was  a Cuban writer
assigned to Hollywood where she prepared a weekly
feature “Cronicas de Cinelandia.” Spaulding obtained
lengthy interviews with movie stars...She also secured
personalized photographs which subsequently appeared
in “Carteles.” [her newspaper] (Pérez, p.290)

Pérez,Louis A. On Becoming Cuban: Identity,
Nationality, and Culture

2008.

$1,250
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